Abstract A method to solve the three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations on the sphere is suggested, based on a stereographic projection with a high-order mapping of the elements from the stereographic space to the sphere. The projection is slightly modified, in order to take into account the domain thickness without introducing any approximation about the aspect ratio (deep-atmosphere). In a discontinuous Galerkin framework, the elements alongside the equator are exactly represented using a nonpolynomial geometry, in order to avoid the numerical issues associated with the seam connecting the two hemispheres. This is an crucial point, necessary to avoid mass loss and spurious deviations of the velocity. The resulting model is validated on idealized three-dimensional atmospheric test cases on the sphere, demonstrating the good convergence properties of the scheme, its mass conservation, and its satisfactory behavior in terms of accuracy and low numerical dissipation. A simulation is performed on a variable resolution unstructured grid, producing accurate results despite a substantial reduction of the number of elements.
Introduction
Thanks to its attractive properties such as parallel efficiency and the availability of high-order accurate schemes, the discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is particularly well adapted to atmospheric dynamics. Several DG atmospheric models are currently under development [e.g., St-Cyr and Neckels, 2009; Nair et al., 2005; Giraldo and Restelli, 2008; Giraldo et al., 2010; Brdar et al., 2013 ; S. Blaise et al., A stable three-dimensional discontinuous Galerkin discretization for nonhydrostatic atmospheric simulations, International Journal for Numerical Methods in Fluids, submitted for publication, http://hdl.handle.net/2078.1/155002]. While a few DG models simulate geophysical flows on the sphere, they are still in active development, and generally not ready for climate or weather studies. The generalization of those models to realistic three-dimensional flows on the sphere is a very challenging and pressing task. The ability to solve flow equations on spherical domains is indeed an indispensable skill for global atmospheric and ocean models. However, despite the existence of various techniques developed to this aim, none of them can be considered entirely satisfactory.
Classical longitude-latitude grids are characterized by pole singularities requiring to be handled carefully [Murray, 1996; Mohseni and Colonius, 2000] . Indeed, the zonal grid spacing decreases toward zero as the poles are approached, causing efficiency issues. Such grids are also subject to stability restrictions, the stable explicit time step being directly proportional to the grid size. Thus, filters or stabilizations are usually needed in the vicinity of the poles [Murray and Reason, 2002] . More recent models, such as ENDGame from the UK MET Office, benefit from an improved stability at the poles, removing the need of polar filters in most cases [Mayne et al., 2014] .
The most general and flexible method is probably the use of local tangent bases Bernard et al., 2009; Blaise et al., 2010; Comblen et al., 2010] , allowing for the use of any type of mesh on a large class of curved manifolds. However, the vector fields need to be interpolated to and from the high-order tangent local bases, which requires additional computational effort, as well as a more complex implementation. The implementation of the coupling between elements is also made more complex by the different bases associated with each element.
The Stereographic Transformation for Three-Dimensional Domains
The stereographic transformation projects a point from the surface of a sphere to a plane tangent to one of its poles, using a projection point located on the opposite pole ( Figure 1 ). It has the advantage of being conformal (i.e., angles are preserved). However, the transformation is undefined at the projection point, making it impossible to map the whole sphere onto a plane. To circumvent this limitation, existing two-dimensional geophysical models [e.g., D€ uben et al., 2012] split the spherical domain into its southern and northern hemispheres, each one being associated with a different projection point respectively located at the north and south pole. As a result, each hemisphere is mapped onto a disk whose radius is twice that of the Earth.
However, in the case of a three-dimensional domain, the projection of a curved surface onto a plane surface is not adequate. Because of the atmosphere thickness, it is necessary to consider a mapping from a three-dimensional domain, lying in the Cartesian space of coordinates x5x 1ê1 1x 2ê2 1x 3ê3 , to another three-dimensional domain in the stereographic space of coordinates a5a 1ĝ1 1a 2ĝ2 1a 3ĝ3 , whereê i andĝ i are the respective basis vectors of the Cartesian and the stereographic spaces. Such a mapping, whose vertical structure is illustrated by Figure 2 , can be obtained through an appropriate modification of the stereographic transformation: 
where R is the Earth radius while the 6 sign is related to the hemisphere under consideration (1 for the north and -for the south). This relation corresponds to the classical stereographic transformation for a shell, with the right-hand side multiplied by the factor R1a3 R to account for the depth of the atmosphere. Hence, it 
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is possible to obtain the classical projection by prescribing a 3 50, resulting in the projection of the spherical surface onto a disk (Figure 1 ). The mapping (1) preserves a conformal character without introducing any approximation as to the aspect ratio (i.e., no shallow-atmosphere approximation).
The basis vectors of the stereographic spaceĝ i expressed in terms of those defining the Cartesian basisê i are obtained through the differentiation of (1) with respect to the coordinates of the stereographic space:
Three-Dimensional Differential Operators in Stereographic Coordinates
For orthogonal curvilinear coordinates systems, the differential operators can be expressed in terms of the scale factors, as has been done in the literature [e.g., Kemmer, 1977; Martinec, 2003] . Those expressions are useful to rewrite each term of a differential equation in the stereographic coordinate system.
The divergence of a vector v5v 1ĝ1 1v 2ĝ2 1v 3ĝ3 defined in an orthogonal curvilinear system of coordinates reads [Martinec, 2003] 
which can be expressed in stereographic coordinates using (3): Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2015MS000428
where J is defined to be J5h 1 5h 2 . Note that expression (5) with a 3 5v 3 50 corresponds to the divergence written in the original stereographic coordinates, as described by D€ uben et al. [2012] . The gradient of a scalar s in curvilinear orthogonal coordinates is obtained similarly:
According to Martinec [2003] , the divergence of a tensor can be evaluated as follows
where T kl refers to the entry of the tensor T corresponding to line k and column l. Each component of the gradient of a vector is
Three-Dimensional Equations in Stereographic Coordinates
The three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equations, describing nonhydrostatic atmospheric processes [e.g., Giraldo and Restelli, 2008; Blaise et al., submitted manuscript, 2015] , are considered as the starting point. Simplified diffusion terms, with a diagonal diffusion tensor when expressed in in the stereographic basis D5diagðj h ; j h ; j v Þ, are considered [Straka et al., 1993; Jacobson, 2005] . Coriolis effect has been added to take into account the Earth rotation around its axis with an angular velocity x:
where q is the density, h is the potential temperature, and u5½u 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 is the velocity vector. The gravitational acceleration is denoted g while I5diagð1; 1; 1Þ is the identity matrix of size 3. Equations (9) are written in terms of deviations from a reference state, such that the prime symbol refers to a perturbation of a variable around a background value (overlined), which is in hydrostatic balance (for details, see Giraldo and Restelli [2008] 
where p 0 510 5 Pa is the reference surface pressure, R d 5c p 2c v is the gas constant, while c p and c v are the specific heat of the air at constant pressure and volume.
Continuity Equation
Using the expression for the divergence of a vector in the stereographic space (5), it is straightforward to express the divergence of qu from the continuity equation (9a) in stereographic coordinates:
The first three terms of the right-hand side correspond to the classical divergence of qu, except for a scaling factor J taking into account the horizontal stretching of the domain associated with the coordinate transformation. The source terms are related to the curvature of the sphere. The complete expression of the equations in the stereographic basis, including all the terms of equations (9), can be found in Appendix A.
Momentum Equation
The momentum equation (9b) involves the divergence of tensor fields, and is the most delicate to handle. The scale factors associated with the stereographic transformation (3) are introduced in the expression of the divergence of a tensor in the stereographic space (7) to derive the advection term:
and the pressure term:
As for the continuity equations, the three first terms of the right-hand side of (13) correspond to the classical advection term except from the scaling factor J.
Associating the gradient of a vector (8) with the divergence of a tensor (7) in the diffusion term of the momentum equation (9b) leads to
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While the expression appears to be quite long and complex, the difference with the classical diffusion in a Cartesian coordinate system consists in additional source terms, which are rather easy to implement.
Potential Temperature Equation
The expression of the divergence of a vector in the stereographic space (5) is used once again to express the first term of the potential temperature equation (9c) in stereographic coordinates:
For the diffusion term, it is necessary to combine the divergence of a vector (5) with the gradient of a scalar (8) in the stereographic space, leading to
Discontinuous Galerkin Formulation
The discrete formulation of a discontinuous Galerkin model [e.g., Giraldo and Restelli, 2008] does not require any fundamental modification in order to be adapted to a spherical domain. The discretization of the continuity equation is considered here as an example of the changes to be performed in an existing code. The weak formulation of the continuity equation in stereographic coordinates (12) 
However, as for the differential operators, the integrals need to be expressed in the stereographic space in which the mesh is defined. The correspondence between the integrals is easily obtained, by resorting to the scale factors characterizing the change of length associated with the transformation: (19c) Introducing dX5da 1 da 2 da 3 for brevity, the resulting weak formulation becomes ð
Following the discontinuous Galerkin procedure, an integration by parts is performed, leading to ð
where C e is the exterior surface of X e and n 1 , n 2 and n 3 are the components of the outward-pointing normal to the element face. After some manipulations, the derivatives of the scaling factor J appear, which can be obtained analytically from (3):
Introducing those derivatives in (21) makes the source terms vanish, leading to ð
which is the same as the classical weak formulation in Cartesian coordinates, except for the scaling factors J.
As regards the implementation, it is possible to include those factors J in the routines computing the integral and derivation operators (e.g., multiply by J 2 each function to be integrated over the volume, divide by J each horizontal derivative). Doing so, the part of the code describing the discrete continuity equation remains unchanged from its Cartesian version. Note that source terms do not vanish completely for the momentum equation, but are reduced to simpler expressions.
Meshing a Disc
For large-scale numerical weather prediction, it is desireable that the equator coincides with a grid coordinate line [Phillips, 1957; Ronchi et al., 1996] , although this is not an essential requirement [see e.g., Z€ angl et al., 2015]; Majewski et al., 2002] . The double stereographic projection with a seam at the equator described in section 2 fulfills this condition. The two subdomains in the stereographic space are cylinders whose radius is twice the Earth radius and height corresponds to the atmosphere depth. Given the high contrast between horizontal and vertical dynamics associated with atmospheric flows, we consider a threedimensional mesh obtained from the extrusion over the vertical of a two-dimensional mesh. The latter consists of two circles, each one being associated with a different hemisphere with their outer boundary corresponding to the equator ( Figure 1 ). For finite element meshes, the geometry of the domain is usually approximated with polynomials. It is then impossible to represent exactly a circle, and the resulting computational mesh does not cover the entire spherical domain (see Figure 3 for a linear discretization).
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While finer meshes and higher polynomial order approximations reduce considerably the geometrical error, the use of a simply connected approximation of the surface of the sphere is very important when using a finite element discretization. Indeed, as observed by D€ uben et al. [2012] , computations performed on a nonsimply connected mesh result in inconsistencies and mass loss.
While finite element codes usually consider polynomial approximations for the geometry, this is not a requirement of the method, even if the field variables are represented using a polynomial basis. The seam can be exactly represented, using circle-shaped edges to describe the equator line. For quadrilateral elements (other type of elements such as triangles could also be considered), classical models rely on a mapping between a reference square element of length 2 and the actual geometry of the quadrilateral in the mesh. To represent exactly the circle, a different transformation from the coordinates in the reference element (n,g) to the coordinates in the stereographic space a is used for the elements that are adjacent to the disc boundary. This mapping, based upon the transfinite interpolation, can be applied in 4 steps ( Figure 4 ): Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2015MS000428
Unlike other possible transformations, this mapping has a unique projection point, ensuring that the way in which a node located on the seam is projected only depends on its position on the circle. This is an important property since the edges shared between two elements of different hemispheres need to be projected in the same manner on both sides.
Starting from (24), the mapping of the integration and differentiation operators from the reference element to the curved element can be easily derived and included in the code to replace those associated with the classical isomorphism.
Note that numerical spatial integration on those nonpolynomial elements cannot be performed exactly using classical Gauss-type methods. However, it will be seen in the next section that the quality of the solution is not degraded in practice: a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule of order 2P13 is used without any trouble, P being the polynomial order of the finite element shape functions. It should be noted that exact Gauss-Legendre integration cannot be performed for any discretization involving a projection of the sphere, because of its nonpolynomial character.
Model Validation
The first part of this section briefly describes the model used for the validation of the method. This validation is then performed through several test cases. The first one is a three-dimensional transport test case, for which the analytical solution at the final time is known [Kent et al., 2014] . Then, a more complete benchmark, for which an analytical solution is also available, is considered: the global propagation of gravity waves over the whole sphere [Baldauf et al., 2014] . The model is then used for a more complex and widely used benchmark, namely the evolution of an idealized baroclinic wave in the northern hemisphere [Jablonowski and Williamson, 2006] . Finally, a generalization of the baroclinic wave benchmark, including deep-atmosphere dynamics, is considered in order to validate the deep-atmosphere component of the model, as well as its conservation properties [Ullrich et al., 2013] . To facilitate the prescription of initial conditions expressed in the Cartesian or Longitude/Latitude system of coordinates, the transformation of vectors between different spaces are provided in Appendix B.
Model Description
The model used for the validation of the technique is a nonhydrostatic model based on the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (9). It relies upon a high-order nodal discontinuous Galerkin discretization in the three spatial directions, whith local Lax-Friedrichs interface fluxes and a specific treatment of the gravity Figure 4 . Transformation of a linear element (black) into an element whose an edge is a circle arc (red). Any point (green), of coordinates ðn; gÞ in the reference element, is directly mapped to the transformed element using a transfinite interpolation.
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term improving the stability of the method (for a detailed description of the model, see Blaise et al. (submitted manuscript, 2015) ). Given the large contrast between horizontal and vertical dynamics in atmospheric flows, the mesh is obtained by extruding over the vertical a horizontal unstructured mesh. The available time-integration schemes are fully explicit, fully implicit, as well as implicit/explicit (IMEX) Runge-Kutta methods. The IMEX scheme treats implicitly the fast acoustic waves, or alternatively their vertical component, in order to relax the CFL constraint on the time step while avoiding the need to solve a global nonlinear system (for details, see Giraldo et al. [2010] ; Blaise et al. (submitted manuscript, 2015) ).
Boundary conditions are weakly imposed by setting appropriate exterior values for the variables when computing the Lax-Friedrichs flux at a boundary edge [Hesthaven and Warburton, 2008] . No sponge layer was needed for any of the test cases presented here. No filtering or explicit diffusion has been used.
Three-Dimensional Global Transport
This test-case, designed by Kent et al. [2014] and referred to as the Hadley-like meridional circulation, is used to evaluate the advection scheme in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The domain is the global sphere of radius R56:37122 Á 10 6 m, with a vertical coordinate 0 < 5a 3 < 5H512000 m. A tracer q is deformed during the simulation. It is initialized as a vertical layer, given by , T 0 5300 K, p 0 510 5 Pa and K 5 5. The timeindependent density is defined by
with g 5 9.80616 ms
22
. The model is run for a complete period s 5 86400 s (1 day), such that the final solution corresponds to the initial condition to which it can be compared in order to compute the error ( Figure 5 ).
Simulations were performed using polynomial degrees P from 1 to 4, which are denoted p1, p2, p3 and p4. The coarsest simulations are characterized by an approximate resolution of 48 horizontally (resolution ' 360Dx 2pRP ) and 800 m vertically (resolution ' Dx P ). The finer meshes used for the convergence study are obtained by doubling successively this resolution in both directions simultaneously. A no-flux condition (wall) is imposed at the domain boundaries.
At an approximate resolution of 1 8 , the results are similar to those of Kent et al. [2014] . However, the loss of tracer at approximately 30 8 N and 30 8 S is much less pronounced and the solution seems closer to the analytical one ( Figure 5 ). As a counterpart, oscillations around the constant zero value are generated as well as overshoots, which are typical of unfiltered high-order methods.
The convergence of the L 2 error on the tracer is shown in Figure 6 . Despite increasing the polynomial order, the rate of convergence seems to be capped at a value of about 2.6. Such a behavior is due to the lack of regularity of the initial condition and can be explained by approximation theory. Because of the transition between a cosine and a constant zero value at the vertical coordinates a in (25), the initial solution is only C 1 continuous (i.e., its first-order derivatives are continuous but not the second-order ones). This initial condition is used as the analytical solution for t 5 24 h. However, it is known that, for a C 1 analytical solution approximated by a finite element discretization, the maximum convergence rate guaranteed by 7.3. Three-Dimensional Gravity Waves on the Sphere As a first validation of the complete set of equations, we resort to a configuration developed by Baldauf et al. [2014] : the propagation of three-dimensional gravity waves on the sphere. This test case, for which an analytical solution is available, allows one to analyze the order of convergence of the scheme without relying upon high-resolution solutions obtained either by the tested model or a different one. It consists of a global atmospheric domain on the sphere in which gravity waves are triggered by an initial perturbation of the potential temperature in the form of a warm bubble. The waves then propagate around the planet (Figure 7 ).
The computational domain is a shell of depth 10,000 m around a planet of radius 50 times smaller than the Earth radius: R 5 63,71,229/50 m. This planet rotates around its axis with an angular velocity 10 times higher that the Earth's angular velocity: x5 
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while an additional term ðR1a 3 Þqx3 x3ĝ 3 ð Þ is added to the right-hand side of the momentum equation (9b) to take into account the effect of the apparent centrifugal force. The initial atmosphere is described by a stably stratified state perturbed by a warm bubble. The hydrostatic background state reads: 
with
where c is the angular distance from the center of the bubble, which can be located anywhere at the equator. The temperature perturbation of the bubble DT is set to 0.01 K. The initial solution in terms of the model variable ðqhÞ 0 can be obtained using:
A zonal flow, corresponding to a solid-body rotation around the planet axis u52x3ê 3 is initially considered. This flow exacty compensates the rotation of the planet such that the advection, Coriolis and centrifugal terms for the background flow perfectly cancel in the momentum equation.
Unfortunately, the availability of an analytical solution is conditioned upon the use of the shallowatmosphere approximation. While our modified stereographic transformation (1) naturally handles deep atmosphere effects, it is necessary to introduce the shallow-atmosphere approximation in the model to compare the results with the exact solution. This approximation is applied by replacing every R1a 3 with R in the implementation of the differential operators.
The coarsest resolution mesh has horizontal and vertical element sizes of respectively 60 km and 10 3 km. The finer meshes used for the convergence study are obtained by successively dividing the mesh size by ffiffi ffi 2 p . Free slip boundary conditions (i.e., zero normal velocity) are enforced at the lower and upper boundaries. An explicit Runge-Kutta time disretization of order 2 is used, with the largest time step (i.e., used for the p1 simulation on the coarsest mesh) being 1.05 s. 
The results obtained from the model exhibit a convergence rate in good agreement with the theoretical expectations (Figure 8 ). It is possible to verify that the error is not specifically concentrated along the seam between the northern and southern hemispheres. Figure 9 shows the model results and associated discretization error for the p3 simulation using the initial mesh with two levels of refinement (i.e., horizontal and vertical mesh resolutions of 30 km and 5 3 km). The error is well distributed inside the domain and not significantly higher along the seam (green line).
Baroclinic Instability
After a validation on quite simple test cases, the model is tested on a more complex and realistic benchmark, developed by Jablonowski and Williamson [2006] . Widely used for models validations and intercomparisons [e.g., Park et al., 2013; Lauritzen et al., 2010] , the test case consists in the evolution of a baroclinic instability in the northern hemisphere. Such an instability is the main mechanism responsible for the formation of cyclones and anticyclones characteristic of the weather in midlatitudes.
The hydrostatic background temperature, averaged over the horizontal reads: 
where the Earth's angular velocity is x57:29212 Á 10 25ê 3 s 21 .
The temperature T 5 T 1T 0 can be converted into the model variables using Figure 7 . Propagation of gravity waves on the sphere: potential temperature perturbation in several phases. The simulation was performed using third-order polynomials on a mesh of 30 km horizontal resolution and 6 vertical layers. For visualization purposes, the solution is clipped to visualize the different contours; and the atmosphere depth is stretched by a factor of 10. 
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with r5Rarccos sin ðu c Þsin ðuÞ1cos ðu c Þcos ðuÞcos ðk2k c Þ ð Þ and the Earth radius R 5 6,371,229 m.
The initial state is written in terms of the g pressure-based vertical coordinate, while the model is based upon height coordinates. Then, an additional equation is needed to compute g from the height a 3 and close the system. The missing link is provided by the geopotential U5ga 3 , which is also split into a horizontal-mean value and a horizontal variation U5 U1U 0 . The horizontally averaged geopotential reads:
while its horizontal variation is: 
The level pressure coordinate g can then be obtained from the height coordinate a 3 by iterating over equations (46-48) until the geopotential corresponding to the height a 3 is attained (for details, see 
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The traditional approximation is considered for the Coriolis force:
Free slip conditions are used at the bottom boundary, while the initial background state is enforced at the upper limit of the domain, which is defined by g50:1.
Four simulations have been performed using third-order elements, with horizontal mesh sizes Dx of 333, 667, 1000, and 1333 km, corresponding respectively to approximate resolutions of 1, 2, 3 and 48 at the equator (resolution ' 360Dx 2pRP ). The atmosphere depth is discretized using 9 layers of elements, placed at equidistant g coordinates. This number of layers corresponds approximately to the 26 levels used by the different models whose results are displayed in the intercomparison study from Jablonowski and Williamson [2006] , considering spectral transform, finite volume, semi-lagrangian and finite difference models. Given Figure 9 . Propagation of gravity waves on the sphere: (left) model solution for q0 and ðqhÞ0 after 75 min, and (right) corresponding model error. The simulation was performed using third-order polynomials on a mesh of 30 km horizontal resolution and 6 vertical layers. The green circle represents the equator line. For visualization purposes, the solution is clipped to visualize the different contours; and the atmosphere depth is stretched by a factor of 10.
the large aspect ratio, an IMEX time discretization with vertical linear terms implicit has been used (for details see e.g., Giraldo et al. [2010] ), with time steps ranging from 57.5 s for the coarsest mesh to 12.9 s for the 18 simulation.
Simulation results at day 9 are similar to the results presented by Jablonowski and Williamson [2006] , displaying closed cells in the surface pressure field (Figure 10 , left) and wave breaking in the temperature field (Figure 10, right) . However, at a similar resolution in terms of grid spacing, the simulations appear to be more accurate with the discontinuous Galerkin model. Indeed, the pressure and temperature fields obtained from the DG model at the coarsest resolution (48) are much more resolved than the results on similar resolutions provided by the models tested by Jablonowski and Williamson [2006] . The third and smallest closed cell in the surface pressure fields (the leftmost one) appears at a resolution of 28, while the spectral eulerian dynamical core or the finite volume dynamical core from Jablonowski and Williamson [2006] were not able to reproduce that closed cell with a grid size higher than 0.58. The 28 DG simulation is almost resolved, and a resolution enhancement to 18 barely improves the results. As a comparison, the models presented by Jablonowski and Williamson [2006] seem to be converged at a resolution of 0.58.
Obviously, those are approximate resolutions, and it is difficult to compare resolutions associated with simulations carried out using different methods. For the same reason, the resolution is not an indicator of the computational cost. However, those results confirm the good behavior and low numerical dissipation of the discontinuous Galerkin method in the case of atmospheric simulations.
Another advantage of the discontinuous Galerkin method, which is also a characteristic of the finite volume method, is its ability to rely upon variable resolution unstructured meshes. Such grids allow for increasing the resolution exactly where needed, in order to use efficiently the computational resources. It is of great Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2015MS000428 interest for regional modeling: a higher resolution is considered in the region of interest, while the rest of the domain is discretized at a lower resolution. Doing that, the simulation of local processes is considered in a global context, taking into account the interactions between the different scales.
The method presented in this study to solve the equations on the sphere is independent of the choice of the grid, such that unstructured meshes can be used to simulate the baroclinic instability test case by refining locally the mesh in the region surrounding the instability. To do so, we consider the finest resolution (18) in the region of interest ðk; uÞ 2 ½1408; 31083½308; 758. Around this region, in a transition zone of width 108, the grid size varies linearly to attain the coarsest resolution (48), which is kept constant in the rest of the domain (Figure 11 ).
The numerical results are quite smooth, and no spurious reflexion or oscillation is produced in the transition zone between the high and the low-resolution regions. In the high-resolution region, the results are accurately reproduced, and similar to those obtained from the homogeneous grid simulation at the same resolution. In the coarse resolution region, results are obviously less accurate. As an example, the smallest closed cell, which was visible for the constant high-resolution run, does not appear on the variable resolution mesh simulation because of its location outside of the refined region. Using seven times less elements, the simulation with variable resolution produces the expected results, very similar to those obtained resorting to a high constant resolution in the region of interest, and comparable to those based upon a low resolution grid outside of that region.
Baroclinic Instability With Deep-Atmosphere Effects
This last test case aims at validating the model ability to simulate deep-atmosphere effects. Recently designed by Ullrich et al. [2013] and carried out by Wood et al. [2014] , it is an analogous baroclinic wave test case as the one proposed by Jablonowski and Williamson [2006] , but is appropriate for shallow and deepatmosphere dynamical cores.
It consists in an initial basic state expressed in longitude-latitude coordinates (k, u), to which a perturbation is added in the zonal and meridional wind components to trigger the baroclinic wave. The test case can be 
where k 5 3 and r5R1a 3 is the distance from the center of the Earth, whose radius R5 6371229 20 m is reduced in order to increase the deep-atmosphere effects. The arbitrary functionss 1 ands 2 read
with A5 
A perturbation is then added to this basic state such that 
The vertical taper function W associated with the velocity perturbation reads (50), (53), and (57), as well as replacing r by R in (56).
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Free slip conditions are enforced at the bottom and upper boundaries. The complete coriolis term of (9) is considered, without recourse to the traditional approximation. Two simulations have been performed, in shallow and deep-atmosphere configurations. They have been performed using third-order elements, with a horizontal mesh size Dx of 333 km, corresponding to an approximate resolution of 18 at the equator. The atmosphere depth is discretized using 10 layers of elements. Similarly to Ullrich et al. [2013] , the height of the nth interface between two levels is set to a n 3 5a
with the model top a Baroclinic instability with deep-atmosphere effects: surface pressure at days 6, 8, and 10 for the shallow-atmosphere configuration (left) and deep-atmosphere configuration (right). Simulations performed on meshes of third-order elements, made up of 10 layers and a horizontal elements size of 333/20 km. The resulting approximate resolution is 18. To facilitate comparisons, the colors, scales and contour intervals are the same as those shown by Ullrich et al. [2013] . For the same reason, only a part of the domain is displayed, covering the longitude-latitude interval [08, 2408] Ullrich et al. [2013] only has two, suggesting a lower accuracy. The differences between shallow and deep-atmosphere simulations are pronounced, with a more rapid intensification of the wave and stronger pressure systems for the deep-atmosphere version.
The conservation of the total mass of the system (i.e., the integral of q over the physical domain) is a critical aspect for geophysical simulations. To verify that the discretization preserves mass conservation, simulations of the baroclinic instability with deep-atmosphere effects have been performed on three meshes made up of 10 layers and horizontal elements sizes of 333/20, 667/20, and 1000/20 km. Third-order polynomials are resorted to, resulting in approximate resolutions of 1, 2 and 38. As can be seen on Figure 13 , the model is able to conserve mass up to the machine precision level for each tested resolution, thanks to the discontinuous Galerkin discretization and the careful handling of the equatorial seam. The error is slightly higher at finer resolutions, probably due to the higher number of operations increasing the accumulation of roundoff errors.
The total mass, based upon a linear invariant, can be exactly conserved. However, this is not the case for the total energy and angular momentum, whose errors in conservation are also displayed in Figure 13 . The total energy of the system is computed as the integral over the whole domain of qe, where e5c V T1 uÁu 2 1ga 3 is the sum of the internal, kinetic and potential specific energies. The total axial angular momentum L is the p 1u k Þ, which includes the effect of the rotation of the Earth in addition to the relative velocity of the air mass. The overall pattern shows a slight decay of energy as long as the time increases. As expected, the loss of energy is reduced as the resolution is improved. However, the time series exhibit oscillations, whose amplitude decreases with time, especially at the lower resolutions. Those oscillations are likely to be connected with an adjustement of the initial condition projected into the discrete space. The angular momentum behaves as expected: it decreases with time, at a higher rate for low resolution simulations. When the instability develops at the end of the simulation, the more complex dynamics results in a faster decay of energy and angular momentum.
Conclusions
A method to solve the three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes equation on the sphere has been proposed, based on a stereographic projection with a high-order mapping of the elements from the stereographic space to the sphere. The projection is slightly modified, in order to take into account the domain depth without introducing any approximation about the aspect ratio.
In a discontinuous Galerkin framework, the elements alongside the equator are exactly represented using a nonpolynomial transformation, in order to avoid the numerical issues associated with the seam joining the northern and southern hemispheres.
The resulting model has been validated on idealized three-dimensional atmospheric test cases on the sphere, demonstrating the applicability of the method and the good convergence properties of the spatial discretization, as well as the mass conservation. Error distributions computed for the different test cases have shown that the seam is not the source of any significant discretization error, despite a nonexact numerical integration.
The baroclinic instability test case was used to assess the method in the presence of more complex flows. Those simulations confirmed the good behavior of the model in terms of accuracy and low numerical dissipation. Comparisons with existing models suggest that the proposed implementation is able to reproduce the main characteristics of the flow, even at lower resolutions. Simulations resulting from an analogous benchmark, including a deep-atmosphere configuration, confirmed the ability of the method to handle deep-atmosphere effects.
The method allows for the use of any type of unstructured grid. Simulation on such grids demonstrate the advantages of using variable resolution discretizations, by reducing substantially the number of elements while producing accurate results in the region of interest. Such an approach would be of great interest to improve regional models. However, other model components have to be improved for efficient multiscale simulations, such as resolution-aware parametrizations of unresolved physics or multirate temporal discretizations. 
Finally, the potential temperature equation in vector form (9c) can be rewritten with its components expressed in the stereographic basis using (16) 
Appendix B: Vector Transformations
When initializing data fields (e.g., initial condition obtained from an prescribed value or a data assimilation process), or for vizualization purposes, it is necessary to transform the expression of vector fields from the Cartesian space to the stereographic space and vice versa. Consider a vector v whose Cartesian components are v 
The transformation from one space to the other is a rotation, which can be decribed by introducing the definition of the stereographic base vectors (2) in (B1): 
